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Phenomenologial model of hiral polar smetis is introdued with in-
terations up to the fourth neighboring layers. The minimization of the
free energy gives three stable strutures: the ferroeletri Sm C
∗
phase,
the antiferroeletri Sm C
∗
A phase and the hellioidally modulated stru-
ture of the Sm C
∗
H phase. The Sm C
∗
H phase an be reognized as
the Sm C
∗
α phase below Sm A phase and as the Sm C
∗
FI2 phase or
as the Sm C
∗
FI1 phase when appearing between the Sm C
∗
phase and
the Sm C
∗
A phase. Stability of these phases is analyzed and the phase
diagram in the spae of model parameters is presented.
Keywords: antiferroeletri liquid rystals; interlayer interations; hel-
lioidal modulations.
INTRODUCTION
Reent observation of various subphases in the thiobenzoate an-
tiferroeletri liquid rystal 10OTBBB1M7 performed by polarized
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x-ray sattering [1℄ has revealed the struture of the two phases
whih are stable in the temperature region between the ferroeletri
Sm C
∗
phase and the antiferroeletri Sm C
∗
A phase. The studied
material has the following phase sequene with dereasing temper-
ature Sm A ↔ Sm C∗α ↔ Sm C
∗ ↔ Sm C∗FI2 ↔ Sm C
∗
FI1
↔ Sm C∗A with rst order transitions between the phases. The
phase sequene in this material is general for antiferroeletri liquid
rystals. In some materials some of the phases are missing [2℄.
The Sm C
∗
α phase whih appears diretly below the Sm A phase
is hellioidally modulated over few layers and its period is in general
not ommensurate with the layer thikness [3℄. The polarized x-ray
sattering [1℄ has onrmed its struture, whih is also onsistent
with indiret ellipsometri observations [4,5℄.
The Sm C
∗
FI2 phase appears diretly below the Sm C
∗
phase.
It is modulated over approximately four smeti layers. Only the
strutures where the moleular tilts are not in a single plane are
onsistent with the experimental data. The simplest struture on-
sistent with experiments is presented within the lok model where
tilts of the moleules are onstant in the magnitude but dier in
diretion from the layer to the layer for an approximate angle ±90◦.
The phase dierene has only one sign, and has opposite signs in the
two enantiomers of the same materials. The hellioidal modulation
in these systems has a very short pith of approximately four layers.
The Sm C
∗
FI1 phase whih appears below the Sm C
∗
FI2 phase
and above the Sm C
∗
A phase is hellioidaly modulated over approxi-
mately three layers. Again, in the most simple struture the dier-
ene of the tilt diretion is approximately 120
◦
. For this phase the
typial textures varies with time also in a temperature stabilized
sample. Also peaks of the x-ray measurements are muh wider than
in other phases, whih ould be the onsequene of various defets
or utuations.
The strutures with short helies were theoretially predited
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in systems with ompeting interations between nearest and next
nearest neighboring layers [3℄. In the extended model of antiferro-
eletri liquid rystals [6℄, the Sm C
∗
α phase was predited as the
hellioidally modulated over few layers only, while the struture be-
tween the Sm C
∗
and the Sm C
∗
A phase onsisted of two helies
geared into eah other for a general angle. The last struture al-
though onsistent with various observations [2℄, has been ruled out
by the rst diret strutural observation [1℄.
In this paper we analyze the onsequenes of the interations
whih extend over more than two neighboring layers. In order to
stabilize strutures with three and four layers periodiities, ou-
pling terms of the same range are needed [7℄. Therefore we intro-
due suh terms in the expression for the free energy and analyze
their inuene on the various strutures in these systems. We nd
three dierent stable strutures: the struture with the synlini
tilt or the Sm C
∗
phase, the struture with the antilini tilt or the
Sm C
∗
A phase and the hellioidally modulated struture we alled
the Sm C
∗
H phase. The Sm C
∗
H phase with the phase dierene α ap-
proximatelly 90
◦
is stable when interations between nearest neigh-
boring layers are weak and interations with next nearest neighbor-
ing layers favor antilini ordering [3℄. The struture orresponds
to the Sm C
∗
FI2 phase. The Sm C
∗
H phase with the modulation of
approximately three layers orresponds to the Sm C
∗
FI1 phase and
is stabilized by the interations with third neighboring layers whih
favor synlini tilts. In addition we nd that interations with third
and fourth neighboring layers ause rst order transition between
the Sm C
∗
and the Sm C
∗
H phase and between the Sm C
∗
A and
the Sm C
∗
H phase, and an aount for the rst order transitions
between the Sm C
∗
FI1 phase and the Sm C
∗
A phase or between the
Sm C
∗
FI1 phase and the Sm C
∗
phase. For some sets of model param-
eters two Sm C
∗
H phases with two dierent periods are stable and
an aount for the rst order transition between the Sm C
∗
FI1 and
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the Sm C
∗
FI2 phase. The results are given in phase diagrams in the
model parameter spae. Finally, we onlude and disuss some open
questions.
FREE ENERGY
In the system where periodial strutures with periods over three
or four smeti layers exist, we expet some interations over the
same number of layers. Although it is not reasonable to expet
that diret interations extend over more than two layers layers
[8℄, indiret interations of longer range are possible due to the
exoeletri interations [9℄. To desribe eetive diret and in-
diret interations we write tilt order parameter in the j-th layer
as
~ξj =< {nj,xnj,z, nj,ynj,z} >= {ξj,x, ξj,y}. Ahiral interlayer inter-
ations in their simplest form are given as salar produts between
tilt vetors in neighboring layers weighted by the model parameters
whih give the strength of the interlayer oupling. In this analysis
hiral interations will be negleted. The free energy of the system
with interations up to fourth neighboring layers
G = G0+
∑
j
a1
(
~ξj · ~ξj+1
)
+a2
(
~ξj · ~ξj+2
)
+a3
(
~ξj · ~ξj+3
)
+a4
(
~ξj · ~ξj+4
)
.
(1)
In the expression above G0 is the part of the free energy whih does
not depend of the interlayer interations. Model parameters a1 to a4
give the strength of interlayer interations and favor synlini tilts in
interating layers for their negative signs and antilini tilts for their
positive signs [3℄. Interations are in general ompeting. The sign of
a1 an be either positive or negative [8,10℄. In this analysis the sign
of the a2 parameter will be taken as positive sine this is expeted
for the systems with hellioidal modulations over few layers. To
stabilize the struture with the three layer periodiity the sign of the
a3 has to be negative, the fat whih is also in agreement with the
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physial origin of this interation [11℄. The four layer strutures are
stabilized already for the signiant a2 model parameter, therefore
we onsider both signs of the model parameter a4.
Figure 1: Free energy G(α) for the model parameters: a) a1 = −1.0, a2 =
0.4, a3 = 0.0, a4 = 0.0; one possible stable phase, b) a1 = 1.0, a2 =
0.4, a3 = −0.5, a4 = 0.0; two possible stable phases, ) a1 = 1.0, a2 =
0.4, a3 = −0.5, a4 = 1; two possible stable Sm C
∗
H phases, d) a1 =
1.0, a2 = 0.4, a3 = −0.5, a4 = −1; three possible stable phases.
To minimize the free energy (Eq. 1) we assume that the tilt
varies only in its diretion and not in its magnitude and is given by
θ. Further, here we analyze only strutures of the lok model type,
whih means that the dierene of the tilt diretions in neighboring
layers α is onstant in the magnitude and the sign. Suh strutures
we alled the Sm C
∗
H phase for a general value of α dierent from 0
5
or π. We therefore look for the solution of the type
~ξj = θ{cos jα, sin jα} (2)
where the initial phase angle in the rst layer is set to zero whih is
allowed due to the rotational symmetry. The free energy has now
the form
G = G0 + θ
2 (a1 cosα + a2 cos 2α + a3 cos 3α + a4 cos 4α) . (3)
Sine we are interested only in the periods of strutures and not in
the tilt magnitude, we have to minimize the free energy only with
respet to the phase dierene α. Derivation with respet to α gives
(
a1 − 3a3 + 4(a2 − 4a4) cosα + 12a3 cos
2 α + 32a4 cos
3 α
)
sinα = 0.
(4)
The solutions of the (Eq. 4) present loally stable minima providing
seond derivative with respet to α is positive. For dierent sets of
model parameters we nd one, two or three loally stable strutures.
In Fig. 1 we present free energy G(α) for a few sets of model
parameters. In systems with only nearest and next nearest neigh-
bors interations, only one stable solution for the phase dierene
α is possible (Fig. 1a) and orresponds to the Sm C∗ phase, the
Sm C
∗
A phase or the Sm C
∗
H phase. In systems where additional third
nearest neighbors interations are not negligible, the Sm C
∗
phase
and the Sm C
∗
H phase an be stable for the same set of parameters,
whih gives rise to the rst order transition between the two of them
(Fig. 1b). If also fourth nearest neighbors interations are present,
they an stabilize either two Sm C
∗
H modulated phases (Fig. 1)
or even three phases - the Sm C
∗
phase, the Sm C
∗
A phase and the
Sm C
∗
H phase for the same set of model parameters (Fig. 1d).
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the phase phase angle properties
SmA not dened paraeletri, no ORP
SmC
∗ ≈ 0 ferroeletri, ORP
SmC
∗
A ≈ π antiferroeletri, ORP
SmC
∗
α general value mainly paraeletri, no ORP
Sm C
∗
FI2 ≈ π/2 antiferroeletri, ORP
Sm C
∗
FI1 ≈ 2π/3 ferrieletri, ORP
Table 1: Phases and orresponding phase angles α. The value of the
phase angle is not exatly 0 or pi in hiral samples. Some marosopi
properties are also given.
PHASE DIAGRAM AND THE STABILITY OF THE PHASES
From the symmetry point of view, all strutures with various val-
ues of the phase dierene α are the same and an be ontinuously
transformed. There always exists a symmetry operation whih on-
sists of the translation for the layer thikness along the layer normal
ombined with the rotation for a general angle α around the layer
normal. The strutural parameter phase angle α an be used as
a typial parameter whih desribes the struture. Its value also
strongly aets the marosopi properties of the samples. Sine in
less reent experiments [2℄ only marosopi properties of the ma-
terials have been measured, that observations lead to the names of
the phases aording to their marosopi properties. Reent ex-
periments [1℄ have revealed that some phase angles α are typial for
these phases, see Table 1. Temperatures of the phase transitions
were measured by dierential sanning alorimetry whih an de-
tet only rst order transitions. Sometimes the temperatures are
dened through hanges of the texture observations and/or drasti-
al hanges of dieletri properties, optial rotatory power (ORP)
and others. The transition temperatures are in all mentioned ases
more or less unpreise due to the hysteresis or due to the arbitrary
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deision whih order of the ertain property is strong enough to
dene the phase. We have to mention again that all transitions
are isostrutural and therefore the transition temperatures an be
observed only for the rst order transitions.
Figure 2: Phase diagram for the ratio |a3|/a2 = 0.2. A tentative path
in the spae of model parameters for MHPOBC (dashed line) and the
10OTBBB1M7 (doted line)is given. The arrow marks dereasing tem-
perature.
In the phase diagram (Fig. 2 and 3) we therefore did not dis-
tinguish between phases with general angle α or the Sm C∗H phase
and phases, where the phase angle α is approximately π/2 or 2π/3,
the strutures whih presumably orrespond to the Sm C
∗
FI2 and
the Sm C
∗
FI1 phase, respetively. We used for the ferroeletri
Sm C
∗
phase and the antiferroeletri Sm C
∗
A phase their histor-
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Figure 3: Phase diagram for the ratio |a3|/a2 = 1.
ial name.
All model parameters hange with temperature, sine they are
the onsequene of mirosopi interations whih an also hange
with the temperature beause of the hanging nemati, smeti and
tilt order of the sample as well as the entropial disorder.
The phase diagram of various strutures is given for two dierent
ratios of a3/a2. The analysis is made only for the ompeting next
nearest neighbors interations or a2 > 0 and the values of model
parameters are expressed in units of a2. The value of parameter a3
is hosen as a parameter of the phase diagram. The regions where
one or more phases are stable, are separated by lines. The stable
phases are marked in the region aording to the previous disussion.
In the region, where the solutions for the two dierent phase angles
α are stable at the same temperatures are marked as the Sm C∗H,1
and Sm C
∗
H,2.
The third nearest neighbors oupling is relatively weak in Fig.
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2 and muh stronger in Fig. 3. As known also from other systems,
the phase diagram for stronger oupling (Fig. 3) is more simple. In
general, for strong nearest layers ouplings |a1/a2|, larger than other
ouplings, system always favor either ferroeletri or antiferroele-
tri ordering regions of the single stable phase (Sm C
∗
or Sm C
∗
A ).
Third nearest neighbors oupling always favors synlini third near-
est neighbors and therefore enourage either simple synlini order-
ing or the three layer strutures. It therefore introdues rst order
transition from the ferroeletri Sm C
∗
phase to the Sm C
∗
H phase as
well as broaden the region of the stable Sm C
∗
H phases with pithes
lose to three layers. The result is seen as the expansion of the
two phase region (Sm C
∗
and Sm C
∗
H ) and the shrinking of the
other two phase region (Sm C
∗
A and Sm C
∗
H ). The fourth nearest
neighbors interations favor synlini ordering for its negative sign
and therefore favor in the same way Sm C
∗
, Sm C
∗
A as well as the
four layers Sm C
∗
H . For its large negative values all three phases
an be stable for the same temperature. For its positive value it
enourages the ompetition between various interlayer interations
and gives rise to two stable Sm C
∗
H phases at the same temperature.
To simulate the behaviour of the most studied antiferroeletri
liquid rystal MHPOBC, the parameter hanges an follow the path
in the parameter spae as marked by the dashed line on Fig. 2. The
path diretion marked by an arrow follows the dereasing of the
temperature. When the system beomes tilted, the Sm C
∗
H phase is
stable. It has a general value od the phase dierene α and as suh
is reognized as the Sm C
∗
α phase. With lowering temperature, pa-
rameters hanges their values and the Sm C
∗
phase beomes stable
by the rst order transition. By ooling again the Sm C
∗
H phase
with approximately three layers stabilizes, whih orresponds to
the Sm C
∗
FI1 phase and nally the Sm C
∗
A phase beomes stable
by the rst order transition. The parameter path of the material
10OTBBB1M7 studied by x-ray measurements has to go through
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region of the two stable Sm C
∗
H phases (dotted line), sine two hel-
lioidally modulated phases separated by the rst order transition
exist. We have to add that suh a parameter path is only tentative,
sine in real system we have to expet, that it goes through dierent
planes of the 3D spae of model parameters (a1/a2, a3/a2, a4/a2). To
nd the real path, also tilt dependene as well as preise phase angle
dependene versus temperature, has to be known.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present the phenomenologial model with inter-
ations up to the fourth nearest neighbors. We analyze the loal
stabilities of the synlini or the ferroeletri Sm C
∗
phase, the an-
tilini or the Sm C
∗
A phase and the hellioidal struture with short
and in general inommensurate pith or the Sm C
∗
H phase. All
strutures are in priniple of the same symmetry whih is dened
by symmetry operation onsisting from the translation along the
layer normal for a layer thikness and rotation for an angle α whih
an have any value between −π and π. For some speial values
of the phase dierene α, the strutures has already been known
by deades. The phase dierene has α = 0 for the ferroeletri
Sm C
∗
phase, α = π for the antiferroeletri phase and has general
values in the Sm C
∗
α phase. In the Sm C
∗
FI2 and the Sm C
∗
FI1 phases,
the angles are approximately π/2 and 2π/3, respetively. The last
two strutures an therefore be reognized as speial ases of the
general Sm C
∗
H struture.
Interations of longer range indue in the system rst order tran-
sitions between phases. By the rst order transitions, transition
temperatures between dierent phases beome observable, sine all
the transitions are of the isostrutural type. We also disuss the
arbitrariness of the transition temperatures dened by observations
of marosopi properties, when transitions are ontinuous.
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In the phase diagram the stability regions of dierent phases in
the model parameters spae are presented. Tentative temperature
dependene of model parameters is also shown for the two mostly
studied materials, MHPOBC and 10OTBBB1M7.
However, in this artile only the onsequenes of interations of
longer range are disussed. Their physial origin is presented in the
separate paper [11℄, where also the physially reasonable magnitudes
of the parameters are onsidered. Within the stability analysis only
lok model has been taken into aount and possible variations of
the phase dierenes has not been onsidered and remain as a future
problem.
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